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The integration of retroviral DNA into the host genome is
a key step of the retrovirus lifecycle. The positions of such
integrations are non-random and are characteristic to the
virus in question. Retroviral vectors have been useful in
gene therapy, but the approach carries with it the danger
of host gene misregulation by viral integration, potentially
contributing to cancer. An understanding of how integra-
tion sites are determined is critical for any approach seek-
ing to avoid such consequences. To better understand the
factors influencing retroviral integration site selection, we
are generating integrations of murine leukemia virus
(MLV) in human K562 cells. We use massively parallel
Illumina technology to sequence the cellular genome and
have developed a bioinformatic pipeline to efficiently iden-
tify sites of integration. Our aim is to create a high-resolu-
tion, high-density integration map with 1 million unique
integrations mapped to single-nucleotide resolution. This
map will identify regions prone or refractory to MLV inte-
gration. We plan to compare this map with data from the
ENCODE Consortium, looking for significant associations
with characteristics of the local genomic environment, to
enhance our understanding of MLV integration site
selection.
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